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PAINT NEWS

From the

President's Desk

With the onset of New Year, 2022, ISSPA is pleased to announce the relaunching
of its magazine, PAINT NEWS, in a digital format. The objective of PAINT
NEWS is to keep our members updated about the activities of ISSPA and the
current market trends, government notifications, and much more crucial
information.
I congratulate the Vice President, Vijaybhai Dagli and his team for taking great
efforts to relaunch ISSPA MAGAZINE - PAINT NEWS
I am deeply humbled to have been bestowed with the responsibility of being the
FIRST FEMALE PRESIDENT of ISSPA. To fulfil this duty with utmost sincerity
amidst the turbulence of Covid19, I look up to my predecessors, inspired by their
commitment and noteworthy achievements. I shall forever be grateful to them for
having paved the path of success for ISSPA Parivar and vow to work to the best of
Shilpa Raveshia
my capabilities and take the association to unprecedented heights.
ISSPA, President
On October 8, 2021, the ISSPA Delegation met with the Hon'ble Development
Commissioner (Industries) of Maharashtra, Dr Harshadeep
Kamble, and Joint Director of Industries, Shri Suresh Londhe.
There was an in-depth discussion on various topics for
forming Central Facility Centre, NABL Lab, Skill
Development Centre, Paint Cluster, and many such facilities
for the benefit of the paint industry.
As the President of ISSPA and the Past Chairperson of
Maharashtra, I expressed my concerns during the meeting. I
presented my views regarding the Solvent Order Act
implemented by the Maharashtra Government, due to which,
the manufacturers from Maharashtra are facing problems
since the last two decades. Over the years, in spite of making Prominent members of the industry met
several presentations regarding the issue to various ministers, D r H a r s h a d e e p K a m b l e , D e v e l o p m e n t
it was not being dealt with. The Industry Commissioner Commissioner (Industries) and Export for Paint
Cluster.
assured us
of the full
support of the Government of Maharashtra to take up the
matter and make the paint industry more enterprising in
Maharashtra.
The subsequent meeting was fixed on October 13, 2021, at
Mantralaya, where the delegation was led by me, Mrs Shilpa
Raveshia, the President of ISSPA, with all the office bearers of
Maharashtra Region and Centre ISSPA, and also the past
presidents and prominent personalities of the paint industry.
We were honoured to have Shri Vijay Waghmare, the
Meeting with the Secretary Of Food And Civil
Secretary
of Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer Protection
Supply, Mr Vijay Waghmare and team
Department of the Government of Maharashtra. He
understood and addressed the issue of the SOLVENT ORDER ACT with regards to the paint Industry.
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Chairman of Maharashtra region, Mr Shirish Ponkshe, and Vice-President, Vijay Dagli, explained the unjustified
implications of the Solvent Act, which is hindering the growth of the paint industry in Maharashtra. A committee
was formed by Mr Waghmare to have a detailed discussion on this matter and Mr Shirish and the Past President,
Mr Deepak Doshi, will represent ISSPA in this committee. The matter is under consideration at the Ministry, and
both the ISSPA Representatives will report on the further action taken.
Dr Harshadeep Kamble explained the advantages of the Paint Cluster and also proposed to help ISSPA to form
the cluster, which would be beneficial to the members. The Past President, Mr Nirav Raveshia, and the Vice
President, Mr Vijay Dagli, have submitted the proposal for the formation of the cluster. In accordance with this,
the government has offered ISSPA a plot of 10,000 sq ft with a ready building of 2,500 sq ft at Wagle Estate,
Thane, where various activities can be conducted. The site was visited by the members, and the property appears
to be well maintained. Further meetings to have detailed discussions have been planned, and we will keep you all
informed regarding the same.
The Central Committee of ISSPA met on December 18, 2021, at The Resort, Mumbai for CHINTAN BAITHAK,
where all the board members from all the regions attended the meeting. The purpose of Chintan Baithak was to
have a focused introspection and brainstorming on the activities and policies for the future of ISSPA. Every
region actively participated and shared its views and future plans for the region.
Many constructive decisions were taken during the meeting to spread the footprints of ISSPA and to exhibit a
stronger representation at various Government Ministries.
At Chintan Baithak, I also shared the Vision Statement for 2021-2023.
The Project Chairmen have a vast experience and connection with the industry and have been allocated the
responsibilities to execute their respective projects successfully.
Vision Statement 2021-2023
< E-Paint News – Mouthpiece of ISSPA - Vice President, Vijay Dagli
< Building Digital Presence of ISSPA - Joint Secretary, Rajeev Gopalani
< Integration with Educational Institutes - Past President, Deepak Doshi
< Collaboration of ISSPA with Paint Dealer Associations - Past President, Milan Parekh, Manish Goyal
< Membership Drive to grow ISSPA - Past President, Nirav Raveshia
< Government Liaising - Past President, Sunil Kumar
< Cluster Formation for Paint Industry - Vice President, Vijay Dagli
< Think Tank Panel of Experts - Past President, Madhukar Shah
< Amendment of the Article of Association - Past President, Sathyanarayana
< Biennial Conference 2022 - Immediate Past President and Convenor, S K Vats
By fulfilling our roles to accomplish the above-stated tasks, we aim to work towards the common goal, to make
ISSPA VIBRANT.
We are also pleased to announce that we have redone our website under the expert guidance of Mrs Pallavi
Tawde. She has designed it exceptionally well, revamping it completely. The website is now more dynamic and
user friendly, the layout simple yet attractive. Very soon, members will be able to carry out online transactions.
The website is live now with online changes and updates happening daily. Please visit us at www.isspa.org
I wish ISSPA Parivar happy reading. We look forward to your valuable feedback. Do write to us at
president@isspa.org.
Warm Regards,
Shilpa Raveshia,
President, Indian Small Scale Paint Association,
2021-2023

ISSPA
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PAINT NEWS

From the

Vice-President's Desk

Dear ISSPA Parivar,
Season’s greetings!
Positivity over Negativity…
Hope you all are in the pink of your health amidst the rising cases of the new variant of
COVID-19. Please take the necessary precautions and stay fit.
Three months back, the new team, under the leadership of Mrs Shilpa Raveshia,
commenced their work. Many projects were discussed and to implement the
proposed projects, a committee was formed. While brainstorming over the various
possibilities, a unanimous decision was taken by the committee members, that is, to
restart the ISSPA Paint News in the digital form. Due to the pandemic, physical
Vijay Dagli
meetings don’t seem to be practically possible in the near future. Hence, I believe this
to be a pivotal decision to stay connected to the ISSPA Parivar, keeping the members ISSPA, Vice-President
updated about the upcoming trends as well as discussing various issues plaguing our
paint industry. The responsibility to publish the e-Paint News has been given to me.
As you all know, all of us have treaded through the last two years with fear and negativity. Moreover, the
depressing news of small and medium scale paint units being in deep trouble shoved us further into our holes.
Some statistics even showed that the market share of SMEs is decreasing in this pandemic situation, while on the
other side, the biggies of the industry seemed to have shown remarkable profits and growth. Some experts even
went to the extent of declaring that SMEs are dying, that within ten years, SMEs will stop existing. Let me assure
you that these preposterous statements are mere assumptions. And I am saying so because, considering the total
market business situation, I have witnessed the significant progress of a few companies, who managed to thrive
well even in the generally gloomy situation. However, they may have had to face some decrease in profitability.
Nonetheless, we should always keep in mind that a company with good quality products and reasonable rates,
and of course with good cash flow, can set new milestones in all business aspects.
Every business has its share of ups and downs. Likewise, the last two years may have shown us some
unexpectedly bleak days, but if we recognise our strength, we won’t face any major hurdles in our growth.
ISSPA Parivar has always withstood all obstacles with resilience and has shown commendable camaraderie with
each other. The role of ISSPA is far-reaching in the prevalent situation. ISSPA can provide a platform for common
purchases, mergers, and common facilities for our members. Our togetherness is our asset, and I believe, we can
avail this opportunity to look at the flip side and identify our weaknesses to improvise on our shortcomings.
Whenever you need any assistance, ISSPA will stand by your side.
Once again, wishing you all the best for your health and your future endeavours in business.
‘Believing in your dreams is the only way to reach your destination.’
Vijay Dagli
Editor cum ISSPA Vice President (2021-2023)
Director, Gujarat Colours and Coatings P. LTD.

ISSPA
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From the

Secretary’s Desk

Message from Honorary Secretary ,Central Committee 2021-23
I am extremely delighted to be a part of the core team for 2021-23 at the Centre. I
am sure that the projects which we have planned to execute during the term will
definitely rejuvenate our Association after a long period during which we were not
able to conduct major events due to the pandemic.
What I have observed in the past is that the activities of our Associations are more
and meaningful whenever there is a communication with the members. Gone are
the days when physical mails were eagerly awaited. Now many a time when we
visit member units, we sometime find unopened covers from ISSPA office lying on
the table. We have to realize that the means of communication has changed from
paper form to electronic form. Even the notices from the various departments are
Dinesh Prabhu
being sent by e mails. Under these circumstances, our project of connecting with
ISSPA, Hon. Secretary
members through a quarterly magazine called ‘PAINT NEWS’ is one of the most
apt decisions by the Central Committee. I am also happy that our Vice President Mr.
Vijay Dagli and his team have voluntarily shouldered the herculean task of bringing out our publication.
I am sure the members will look forward to this to publication for latest information and trends about our industry
especially with inputs on market trends and technical articles. The activities of various regions would also be
added attraction which will be a motivating factor for all regions to conduct programs for the benefit of the
members.
I am sure ‘Paint News’ will reach not only our 2000 Plus members of ISSPA but also every organization and
individuals who matter in our Paint Industry.
My sincere prayers and best wishes for the success of the project- Connect With Members –Through- Paint News
Yours truly
Dinesh Prabhu
Hon. Secretary

ISSPA
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Central Committee 2021-2023

Mrs. Shilpa Raveshia - President
N. R. Colours Ltd.
Mobile : +919769112951
Email : shilpa@nrc.co.in
president@isspa.org

Mr. Manish Goyal - Add. Vice-President
J.K. Protomax Pvt. Ltd.
Mobile : 9330191049
Email : m.goyal@jkprotomax.com
avp@isspa.org

Mr. Vijay Dagali - Vice President
Gujarat Colours & Coatings (P) Ltd.
Mobile : +91 9967751600
Email : info@gujaratcolours.com
vp@isspa.org

Mr. Nilesh Doshi - Treasurer
Star Hentzen Coating Pvt. Ltd.
Mobile : 9820135054
Email : info@starhentzen.com
treasurer@isspa.org

Mr. Dinesh Prabhu-Secretary
Unicorn Coatings
Mobile : +919388837771
Email : dineshprabhuv@gmail.com
honsecretary@isspa.org

Mr. Rajeev Gopalani - Joint Secretary
M/s. Bello Paints Pvt. Ltd.
Mobile : + 91 9819195665
Email : bellopaints1@gmail.com
jtsecretary@isspa.org

Regional Chairman 2021-2023

Mr. Mukesh Goyal - Delhi Region
Carlo Paints & Chemicals Pvt. Ltd.
Mobile : + 91 9811163956
Email : carlopaints@gmail.com
delhi@isspa.org

Sujit Modi - Eastern Region
Giridhari Chemicals & Resins Pvt. Ltd
Mobile : 9339226446 / 8100226446
Email : girdherichemicals@yahoo.in
eastern@isspa.org

Mr. Maulik Patel - Gujarat Region
Colour Trends Industries
Mobile : 9998889090
Email : info@colortrends.in
gujarat@isspa.org

Mr. E Shivalingappa - Karnataka Region
Mobile : +91 9448702378 / 9108350451
Email : ganeshpaints@rediffmail.com
karnataka@isspa.org

N. S. Namboothiri - Kerela Region
Associated Rubber Chemicals (Kochi) Pvt. Ltd.
Mobile No : +91 9388610189
Email : kerala@isspa.org

Mr. Paful Patel - MP Region
Praful Paints and Chemicals Products
Mobile : 9425321299 / 9425057311
Email : Praful-cnr@rediffmail.com
mp@isspa.org

ISSPA
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Regional Chairman 2021-2023

Mr. Shirish Ponkshe - Maharashtra Region
M/s Tuff Coat Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
Mobile : + 91 9604512297
Email : sales@tuffcoats.com
maharashtra@isspa.org

M. P. Malpani - Rajasthan Region
Madhumita Industries
Mobile : 9829069257
Email : madhumitacorp19@rediffmail.com
rajasthan@isspa.org

Mr. Sashikanth Buyyani - TGAP Region
Initial Coatings
Mobile : +91 9848626699
Email : Initialcoatings@gmail.com
tgap@isspa.org

T. Bala Subramanium - Tamil Nadu Region
Ruby Paints P. Ltd.
Mobile : +91 9944566611
Email : balajipaintravi@gmail.com
tamilnadu@isspa.org

Mr. Mrigank Mishra - Uttarpradesh Region
Eureka Colour Coatings
Mobile : +91 7737002599
Email : eurekacolourcoating@yahoo.com
up@isspa.org

Past President’s

Mr. Surendra Kumar Vats-Immediate President
M/s. Raunaq Enterprises
Mobile : +91 9819125123
Email : skvats44@gmail.com

ISSPA

Mr. Milan Parekh - Past President
M/s . Krishna Kolor
Mobile : +91 95954 22262 / 83291 55293
Email : mparekh2765@yahoo.in

Mr. H. C. Satyanarayana - Past President
M/s Varna Coats P. Ltd.
Mobile : +91 9243193016
E-mail : sathya@varnapaints.com
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Regional Committee 2021-23 - Delhi Region

Mukesh Goyal

Suredar Agarwal

Mohit Jain

Harish Matta

Chairman

Vice Chairman

Secretary

Jt. Secretary

Amit Bansal

Ashok Gupta

Akash Patni

Jai Ahuja

Treasurer

Executive Member

Executive Member

Executive Member

Prashant Goyal

Satish Yadav

Sanjay Jain

Sanjeev K. Gandotra

Executive Member

Executive Member

Executive Member

Executive Member
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Regional Activities - Delhi Region
Indian Small Scale Paint Association (ISSPA), Delhi
region organized “Paints Manufacturers’ Meet 2021” on
06.10.2021 at Crown Plaza Hotel, Rohini (West), Delhi
110085.
It was attended by approx. 75 delegates across the North
India.
The meeting was organized to discuss the challenges
faced by MSME units due to very steep price rise in raw
materials, shortage of raw materials, poor demand in
market and kind of price war by big players.

Lightning of the Lamp By Chairman Mukesh Goyal

A panel was formed from senior industry members. The
respected panellists were Mr. Virender Singh, Mr. Sunil
Kumar, Mr. SK Vats, Mr. Ashok Gupta, Mr. Sunil Gupta,
Mr. Sanjay Jain, Mr. Mukesh Goyal.
Thorough discussion was made for the tough time faced
by paint industry after the 2nd spread out of covid 19. All
panellists expressed their views about the current scenario
of raw materials and no price hike by the big companies.
Small industries are struggling for their survival.
Delegates raised their doubts about the future of MSME
Paints industry. Our panellists suggested that small scale
units have always had upper hand in industry specific
products. For industrial paints there is a big scope for
MSME units.

Lightning of the Lamp By Dignitary Mr. Virendra Singh

MSME Director Mr. Vinamra Mishra emphasized that all
units must register to MSME portal and get their UDYAM
REGISTRATION.
He explained that MSME ministry has many schemes to
patronize the MSME Units. There is time bound payment
mechanism for small units, they can participate in tenders
and even if they are second lowest they will be preferred
for allotment of work. Also, MSME units can participate
in tenders as a cluster also. He informed the house that
20% of total procurements are reserved for MSME units.
There is special mechanism for resolving the payment
disputes between the parties and it has achieved
wonderful results.

MSME Director Mr. Vinamra Mishra informing
about schemes for MSME

All delegates agreed to raise the finish good prices and
made a common resolution for price rise and signed the
letter for price rise.
With this, the meeting was a good gesture for MSME units
and it started showing its positive results after 15 days of
meetings.

ISSPA
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Eastern Region

Sujit Modi
Chairman
Girdhari Chemical & Resins Pvt. Ltd.

Siddharatha Kapoor
Vice Chairman
Madona Paints (P) Ltd.

Aman Lunia
Secretary
Durga Colour & Chem P. Ltd.

Anant Goenka
Treasurer
Peekay Agenices Pvt. Ltd.

Ganteswar Pandit
Committee Member
Shah Enterprises

Rahul Agarwal
Committee Member
Ratnaka Resins Pvt. Ltd.

Dipak Shah
Committee Member
Prakash Paints Kol

Sreyon Dutta
Committee Member
Zen Pollen Paint (P) Ltd.

Gunjan Shah
Committee Member
Ganesh Varnish

ISSPA
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Regional Activities - Eastern Region
The annual meeting for ISSPA eastern region was held on
14th August 2021 at ITC Royal Bengal.
Mr S.K Vats, President ISSPA was invited as the chief
guest for the meeting.
The new committee for the tenure 2021-2023 was
announced and ratified by other members of the region.
The newly appointed chairman shared the new agenda of
the committee which was to look after the concerns of the
paint industry and safeguard the industry with technical
workshops and outreach on the national level. One of the
most important agenda for the committee was to host the
first ever biennial conference in the eastern region Mr
Modi expressed his opinion of how the Paint Industry is
going through a tough phase but these tough times are only
going to make the small scale manufacturers more
determined and confident. People who can surpass this
phase will perhaps see a flourish in their business once the
pandemic is over and the world goes back to normal. It's
true that a lot of big players have already entered or are
planning to enter this market, but india is at the center stage
of the world currently, the consumer economy has the
potential to accommodate a massive number of players and
with advancement in technology and open minded thinking
a lot of small players will soon establish themselves as the
big players who can ring that opening bill for the stock
market. So let's all hang in there and keep trying as honest
work and sheer dedication will surely give results.

Chairman Sujit Modi Wellcoming President S. K. Vats

Chairman Sujt Modi sharing his plans and views
ISSPA

Pillars of Eastern Region Manmohan Kedia,
Uttpal Biwas & Pawan Goenka With President S. K. Vats
A meeting was organized on 21st October 2021 amongst
the paint manufacturers of eastern region at Punjab Club
Kolkata. The agenda of the meeting was to highlight the
difficulties of the paint industry mainly related to the
technical aspects, pricing, finance and purchasing.
Different inputs and suggestions were provided by
attendees along with a collective call to take a stand on
prices and organizing technical seminars in order to aid the
industry. A lengthy discussion was carried out to organize
such meets on a regular basis in order to open a constructive
dialogue amongst the different players of the industry and
understand the pain points of each one of them.
ISSPA Eastern Region actively looks forward to aid all the
manufacturers in the best of it's capacity in the coming
times as well.

Chairman Sujit Modi addressing the paint manufacturers

All eminent personalities of Eastern Region
having a fruitful discussion
14

Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Gujarat Region

Chairman
Maulik Patel
Colour Trends Ind.

Hon. Secretary
Kanu Shah
Girikandra Trading Co.

Jt. Secretary
Jaydeep Patel
Neocon Ind.

Treasurer
Hitesh Patel
Satva Coating

Comm. Member
Mukesh Patel
Arrow Paints

Comm. Member
Mukesh Patel
Ambuja Paints

Comm. Member
Mukesh Patel
Kohinoor Paints

Comm. Member
Kamlesh Doshi
Goldlight Paints

Comm. Member
Yagnesh Patel
Twinkle Colours

Co-Opt. Member
Harshad Vora
Raj Cans Limited

Co-Opt. Member
Subhashbhai Desai
Dharamtar Motor Corp.

Co-Ordinator
Bhavin Madhu
Central Zone-A’bad
Madhu Hydrocolloids
P. Ltd.

Co-Ordinator
Co-Ordinator
Co-Ordinator
Udayan Shah
Pravin Patel
Hitesh Shah
North Zone-Mehsana
Saurashtra Zone-Rajkot South Zone-Nadiad
Welcoat Paints
Shah Paints & Chem. Camplex Marketing Corp.

Parmanent Invitee
Nishant Vora
Imm. Past Chairman
Hem Paints P. Ltd.

Parmanent Invitee
Madhukar Shah
Foundar Chairman
Maruti Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Parmanent Invitee
G. K. Patel
Past Chairman
Vimal Paints

Parmanent Invitee
Mahesh Savalia
Past Chairman
Decora Paints

Parmanent Invitee
Kanubhai Patel
Past Chairman
Neocon Ind.

Parmanent Invitee
Rameshbhai Patel
Past Chairman
Eco Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Parmanent Invitee
Dilipbhai Patel
Past Chairman
Chamak Paint Chem Ltd.

ISSPA
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Regional Activities - Gujarat Region

ISSPA
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Karnataka Region

Shivalingappa E.
Chairman
Ganesh Paints

Ramesh Shenoy
Vice Chairman
Axotherm Industries

Swarnalatha
Treasurer
KB Chemicals

Prasad P. L.
Committee Member
Sri Venkateshwara Enterprises

Jinnarasappa H.
Committee Member
Global Paints & Chemicals

ISSPA

Surendra C.
Secretary
Hitech Paint Industries

Yadunandan
Committee Member
Intek Paints

Ashok Desai
Committee Member
Desai Chemical Industries
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Regional Activities - Karnataka Region
We conducted Annual Regional Meet on 27.08.21 @ RG
Royal hotel, Temple, It was preceded by chief guest
Mr.Surendra Kumar Vats our Honorable President
ISSPA. The team was declared for the year 2021-2023
The Guest of honor was Mr. D. Shivaram - Election
officer & Past President – ISSPA & Mr. H. C.
Sathyanarayana - Past President ISSPA.

ISSPA Karnataka Team for 2021-2023
1. Mr. Shivalingappa E.

- Chairman

2. Mr. D. Shivaram

- Past President

3. Mr. Surendra C.

- Secretary

4. N. Venkatraman

- Past Secretary

5. Mr. Ramesh Shenoy

- Vice Chairman

6. Mr. Surendra Kumar Vats - President ISSPA
7. H. C. Sathyanarayana

- Past President

8. Mahendra S.

- Committee Member
We also felicitated Sri. N.Venkataraman – Past Secretary

Lightening of Lamp and the delegated present as follows from Left to right

ISSPA
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Kerala Region

Sambhu Namboodiri
Chairman

Manohar
Vice Chairman

K. G. Radhakrishnan
Committee Member

Ajit Kumar Nair
Secretary

Hari Sukumaran Nair
Committee Member

Regional Activities - Kerala Region
The annual general body meeting of IISPA Kerala region

the global scenario of the shortage of raw material and

was held on 14th August 2021. The election officer

what preventive measures can be taken by small scale to

declared the list of selected regional committee members

withstand the competition from the large scale companies.

for the year 2021-2023. Immediately after the AGM,

Special Guest and Director of Indigo Paints Shri K V

newly formed committee members conducted a short

Narayanankutty ji shares his experience and ways to

meeting and selected the ne committee for 2021-2023.

tackle the current scenario. Overall 36 unit owners were

Discussed to increase the membership development of

present and discussed their individual opinion to

ISSPA Kerala. On 23rd October 2021 we organized a

overcome the price hike.

Meeting at TGR Suite in Kochi with Chief Guest Past

On 30th November 2021 we conducted the 3rd committee

President Shri Nirav Raveshia , shared his experience and

meeting at IMA KGMOA Hall at 6.30 pm. Discussed

strategies to withstand the current scenario of continuous

regarding the membership development.

price hike of all raw materials. He explained to the house
ISSPA
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Regional Activities - Kerala Region
Proposed to conduct a meeting with the dealers under the
umbrella of ISSPA in different places of Kerala, to
educate them for the importance of SSI paint units in.
We have attached the photographs of the meeting held on
23rd October 2021 and paper cuttings of news appeared in
famous newspapers in Kerala and Indian Express.

Past President Nirav Raveshia briefing
on Raw Material Crisis

Director of Indigo Paints Ltd Mr. K V. Narayankutty
sharing his experiences

ISSPA
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - M. P. Region

Mr. Praful Patel
Chairman
Praful Paints & Chemical Products

Mr. Sanjay Agrawal
Vice Chairman
Creative Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Pradeep Gupta
Hon. Secretary
Evergreen Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Sharanjeet Singh
Joint Secretary
H. K. Microns

Mr. Dilip Patel
Treasurer
Color N Colorants Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Ajay Patel
Comm. Member
Atul Polychem
Indore

Mr. Anirudh Hasija
Comm. Member
The National Paint &
Chemical Industries Indore

Mr. Ankur Gupta
Co-ordinator
Capri Paints
Bhopal

Mr. Jitesh Nagpal
Co-ordinator
Jai Paints & Varnish Pvt. Ltd.
Gwalior

Mr. Manoj Shitole
Member Drive Committee
Himalaya Paints &
Chemicals

Mr. Qutbuddin Ziya
Member Drive Committee
Blossom Paints Products

Mr. Gautam Balwani
Member Drive Committee
Mayur Paints

Mr. Juzer Ali
Member Drive Committee
Reliable Industries

Mr. Abhishek Bagdi
Co-Opt Member
Nirmesh Enterprises Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Ankur Agrawal
Co-Opt Member
Goyal Resins & Polymers

Mr. Sunny Dhamija
Co-Opt Member
Sunny Paints & Tar Products

ISSPA
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Regional Activities - M. P. Region
Dear Members…… Season’s Greetings …………….
We are pleased to present our activity report for the year
2020-21. Very first we would like to thank our members for
the grand success of State Level conference which was held
on 11th September 2021. Conference was graced by the
personal presence of National president of ISSPA “Shree S.
K. Vats” as well as National vice president Shilpa Raveshia.

Chairman MP Region Praful Patel Addressing the audience

Following the tradition lightining of lamp
by President S. K.Vats
Members has gained a lot from the technical presentation
made by Shree Sunil Kumar Ji (Galaxy Coatings) who has
flied all the way from Delhi to share his expertise on the
topic “Redefining the basics of color formulation”.
Gathering was also addressed and enlighten by Shree Jay
Vyas Ji from Ahmedabad who has shared his knowledge
about management of production processes, importance
of Research and development department. Shree Vyas Ji
also discussed about the Role of quality of Raw Material
in getting the fine quality output. On this occasion,
members was also benefited from the open house
question answer session where in both the experts has
answered the queries of members about the production
processes and basics of colors.
Overall, conference was a grand success and motivated us
to further uphold such type of programs in near future.
Later on, after the conclusion of conference, Monthly
meeting of the board members was held which was
attended by our chairman Shri Prafful Ji Patel, Vice
chairman Shree Sanjay Ji Agrawal, Secretary Shree

The audience having a informative session
ISSPA

Pradeep Kumar Gupta, Joint secretary Shree Saran Saluja.
During the meeting of board members, Shree Dilip Pateltreasurer of ISSPA – MP has presented the financials of the
ISSPA for the period.
In the meeting, apart from discussing about activities of
ISSPA-MP, board members have agreed to add new members
to the association. Chairman has also moved a proposal for
next conference in financial year 2020-21 themselves.
We are always thankful to the members of ISSPA for their
kind support and are very much thankful for whole
heartedly support by our Chairman Shree Praful Ji Patel
and Vice Chairman Shree Sanjay Ji Agrawal.

Past President Sunil Kumar shared information
on solvent based formula

Shree Jay Vyas made his presentation on the
importance of quality of raw material
We hope that forthcoming period will be golden period for
restoring business level and will be full of activities.
Jai Hind…….
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Maharashtra Region

Mr. Shirish Ponkshe
Chairman
Tuff Coat Polymers
Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Ravi Jamkhindikar
Vice Chairman
Poona Paints & Varnishes
Pvt. Ltd.

Mrs. Pallavi Tawde
Secretary
Harlequin Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Anand Mudaliar
Treasurer
Geneous Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Narendra H. Darshani
Committee Member
Pioneer Coats

Mr. Rajeev Goplani
Committee Member
Bello Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Yogesh Rasane
Committee Member
Korrocoat Polymers
Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Kisan Ovhal
Committee Member
OK Paints and
Chemicals Industries

Mr. Prajyot Karne
Committee Member
Plazma Paints

Mr. Sandeep Kasliwal
Committee Member
Quality Tiles

Mr. Nilesh Doshi
Mr. Abhijeet Sonawane
Committee Member
Committee Member
Star Hentzen Coating Pvt. Ltd .
Mahindra Resins
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Regional Activities - Maharashtra Region
ISSPA Maharashtra's Annual Meet was held on 25th
August 2021. Due to Covid precautions it was virtual
meeting conducted online. It was heartening to see so
many of our members logging in and supporting our
digital initiative. The usual order of business was
conducted which included like approval of last year's
minutes, approval of accounts etc. The stalwarts of the
sector were also felicitated as were students in paint
technology who have excelled in their studies.
In the month of June, Isspa Maharashtra is organizing
Residential Seminar and also planning for Membership
drive in coming days.

Committee Members - Mr. Rajeev Goplani,
Bello Paints Pvt. Ltd.
- Mr. Yogesh Rasane
Korrocoat Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
- Nilesh Doshi
Star Hentzen Coating
- Mr. Kishan Ovhal
OK Paints and Chemicals
Industries
- Mr. Abhijeet Sonawane
Mahindra Resins
- Mr. Prajyot Karne
Plasma Paints
- Mr. Narendra Darshani
Pioneer Coats
- Mr. Sandeep Kasliwal
Quality Tiles

New Committee Elected for 2021-23
We are pleased to introduce the members to the newly
elected ISSPA Maharashtra Committee for 2021-23
Chairman

- Mr. Shirish Ponkshe
Tuffcoats Polymers Pvt. Ltd.

Vice-Chairman

- Mr. Ravi Jamkhindikar
Poona Paints & Varnishes P.Ltd.

Secretary

- Mrs. Pallavi Tawde
Harlequin Paints Pvt. Ltd.

Treasurer

- Mr. Anand Mudaliar
Geneous Paints Pvt. Ltd.

ISSPA
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Rajshthan Region

M. P. Malpani
Chairman
Madhumita Industries
Mobile : 9829069257
Email : Mpmalpani2014@gmail.com

Mahendra Vaid
Vice Chairman
Vishal Paint and Chemicals
Mobile : 9314513335
Email : coatingvishal@gmail.com

Shyam Sunder Totla
Secretary
Fine Colour Chem
Mob : 9829015616
Email : finecolourchem@yahoo.co.in

Amar Gupta
Treasurer
Gupta Colour and Chemicals
Mobile : 9829061038
Email : guptacolourchem@gmail.com

Pawan Lakhera
Executive Member
V P Colour And Chemical
Mobile : 9314992961
Email : Vpcolourjaipur@gmail.com

Kamal Kumar Pareek
Executive Member
Parmanand Chemical
Mobile : 9314912610
Email : Parmanandchemical@gmail.com

Lalan Mishra
Executive Member
Krishna Paints Industries
Mobile : 9214051485
Email : Lalanmishra1976@gmail.com

Rajeev Kumar Jain
Member
ISSPA Rajasthan Region
Ashoka Paints

Mohan Goyal
Executive Member
Rangoli Paint Industries
Mobile : 9828018267
Email : rangolipaints2015@gmail.com

Ashok Gupta
Executive Member
ISSPA Rajasthan Region
Mobile : 9950665880
Email : regencypaintchem@gmail.com

Mahendra Sharma
Lajchem Industries
Mobile : 9829162530
E mail : lajchem@gmail.com

Prem Bhatia
Past Chairman
M/A Apex Metchem Pvt. Ltd.
Tel. 0141-2344392
Email : apexinp@gmail.com

Rajesh Gupta
Past Chairman
M/s Venus Paints
Mobile : +919828105522
LL No.: +91-141-4010188
Email: venuspaints@gmail.com
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - Tamilnadu Region

ISSPA
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Regional Activities - Tamilnadu Region
Isspa Tamil Nādu region conducted its AGM on 21st
august 2021 @Hotel Quality Inn Sabari Chennai. Meeting
was chaired by Mr.Ravi chairman with welcome speech
and Mr. S .K. Vats president was chief guest for the event
and Mrs. Shilpa Raveshia Vice president was Guest of
Honor. New team headed by Mr. T V Balsubramanium as
Nominated Chairman for 21-23. And he assured the house
that the region will be made much stronger and more
programs will be organized to connect with members Mr.
S. K. Vats briefed the house on activities of Isspa benefits
of being member of ISSPA and appealed to the region to

work for the benefits of members. Mrs. Shilpa Raveshia
also briefed the house about the current market scenario
and request to the team to encourage the women
entrepreneur of our Industry.

Launching of Regional Magazine By
Chairman Balasubramanium

President S. K. Vats wellcomed by outgoing
Chairman Ravi

Enthusiastic Tamilnadu Team
ISSPA Tamil Nadu Had Condcuted Meeting In
Cosmopolitan Club @17th December 2022.

Lightining of lamp By Selvaraj Sir

In This Meeting We Had Launched Our First Regional
Bulletin And New Membership Form. The regional
bulletin will help in connecting with the members we also
have planned many events planned to increase the
membership in the region.

The New Team of ISSPA Tamilnadu 2021-2023

ISSPA
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - TGAP Region

Buyyani Sashikanth
Chairaman
Initialcoatings

Shoanlal Bhavar Lal
Vice Chairman Tgap
Sri Yash Polycoats

Sridharan G. Chary
Secretary Tgap
Padmanabh Packaging

Srikanth Thirichy
Treasurer Tgap
Shakthi Paints And
Chemicals

Suggula Sandeep Kumar
Additional Chairman Tgap
Sandeep Chemical Industry

Sanket H. Shah
Joint Secretary Tgap
Sanket Enterprises

Maddeti Shankar Yadav
Executive Member Tgap
MB Paints And
Chemicals

Madisetti Ram Mohan Rao
Executive Member Tgap
Stallion Paints

Lalith Choudhary
Executive Member Tgap
Sri Sai Polycoats

Mohammed Mustaq
Executive Member Tgap
Steller Coatings

Sudhagani Mallesh
Executive Member Tgap
Sri Mallikarjuna
Paint Industries

Rakesh Dommati
Executive Member Tgap
Retina Paints Pvt Ltd

Bandi Srinivasa Rao
Executive Member Tgap
Siddi Vinayaka
Aswin Paints

Bonagiri Vijay Kumar
Co – Opted Members
Mahalakshmi Associates

CA Aravind Agarwal
Co – Opted Members
Aravind Cans

Rajesh Battula
Co – Opted Members
Om Sai Andhra

Avinash Tadikonda
Co – Opted Members
Paints Indus Paints

Madas Santosh Kumar
Co – Opted Members
Santosh Enterprise

Amirisetty Satish Kumar
Past Chairman
Ashoka Coatings
Chemicals

Dr. Emani Jnana Dev
Past Chairman
Dev Industrial Coatings
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Regional Activities - TGAP Region
We Began Again....with a bang!!!
With just 15 days to plan and a will to achieve the
impossible, an enthusiastic team led from the front by
Buyanni Shashikanth, sat down to execute something that
had created a record amongst all regions - 170 members
attending ARM 2020 - the highest ever attended in the
history of ISSPA! After about two years of coping with
Covid 19 and the worst hit scenario for the country in terms
of Business, Life and Livelihood and more importantly,
the JOSH, that our Small Scale Paint industry always
exhibits, Team Shashikant, decided to bring back into
action all members of ISSPA TGAP to an evening of
excitement, education, networking and more importantly,
the feeling of Parivaar. Even amidst confusion whether
members would actually want to attend a closed area event
physically, proved a major success and the turnout was
unprecedented. The event was compered by Arvind
Agarwal of Arvind Cans, who could easily pass off as a
professional. He ensured that the event remained lively &
entertaining and at the same time did justice to the already
packed proceedings.

audience by their personal achievements and their
sacrifices were:
1. Shri Rajesh Battula of M/s. Om Sai Andhra Paints,
Hyderabad
2. Shri Ravva Neelakantham of M/s. Eagle Coats Pvt.
Ltd, Vijayawada
3. Shri V. R. Venkatesh of M/s. Vishal Group, Hyderabad

Shri Ravva Neelakantham of M/s. Eagle Coats
Pvt. Ltd, Vijayawada was felicitated

The Event supporters too had experienced a spirited
Audience willing to learn from the expert speakers, who
after a long gap came forward to share their Technical
knowledge and insight - the members and industry as a
whole would later gain a lot from these sessions.
Amongst the speakers who made the event a great
hallmark of a success were
1. Shri Radhav Baldwa from Sri Karthikeya Enterprises,
Hyderabad
2. Shri Manoj Chawda from Srivilas Hydrotech Pvt. Ltd,
Hyderabad

Shri Rajesh Battula of M/s. Om Sai Andhra Paints,
Hyderabad felicitated

3. Shri Jacob Soly from Visen Industries, Mumbai
4. Shri Swar Raveshia from N. R. Colours, Mumbai
Members also experienced the advantage of networking in
the event with the help of a dedicated area for Business
Desk arranged on behalf of the Event supporters.
Industry veterans who have contributed to the growth and
furtherance of Small Scale Paint Industry in India from the
Telangana & Andhra Pradesh region, were also felicitated
in the most befitting way by presenting to them
mementoes. The individuals who really inspired the

ISSPA

Shri V. R. Venkatesh of M/s. Vishal Group,
Hyderabad felicitated
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Regional Committee 2021-2023 - U. P. Region

Mr. Mrigank Mishra
Eureka Colour Coatings
Mobile : +91 7737002599
Email : eurekacolourcoating@yahoo.com
up@isspa.org

Ritesh Srivastava
Vice Chairman
Soma Paints & Chemicals

Pankaj Katiyar
Secretary
Sajal Chemical Industries

Rajneesh Sethi
Committee Member
Rako Mercantile Pvt. Ltd.

Brijesh Gupta
Committee Member
Indo Paints & Chemicals

Sanjay Sethi
Committee Member
Laxmi Industries

Vivek Agrawal
Committee Member
Priya Chemicals

Praveen Katiyar
Committee Member
Super Synthetici

Sumit Kapoor
Treasurer
Glory Paints Pvt. Ltd.
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Regional Activities - U. P. Region
After the huge success of Paint Cluster Meet held in the
month of March The annual regional meeting of ISSPA
Utter pradesh region was held on 11th September 2021 at
The Ganges Club LTD Kanpur.

Mrigank Mishra deliver his thought

U P committee members
Meeting began with paying homage to members & there
family members who lost their lives in this covid-19
pandemic. Minutes of last ARM were approved by our
secretary Mr. Pankaj Katiyar.
Account reports was shared by our treasurer Mr. Sumit
Kapoor.

Question and answer session

Activity Report & roadmap for the upcoming tenure were
given by myself. Fruitful discussion was done among the
members on the current scenario of paint industry. Later on
members bonded over cocktail & Dinner.
Thanks & regards
Mrigank Mishra
Chairman, ISSPA Uttar Pradesh
Members audience
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MSME success story
Varna Coasts Pvt. Ltd. - Banglore
M/s Varna Coats Private Ltd (formerly Varna Paint & Allied Products) has been on the path of
massive expansion ever since its inception in 1988 in Bengaluru. In recent years, we took a leap
and registered as a partnership firm with SSI registration after converting into a private limited
company.
During the year 1989, we started on a minuscule scale with decorative paints. Without a brand
image, the growth was insignificant and restricted. Nonetheless, we continued putting in our
H. C. Satyanarayana efforts, studying the market trends and demand. During the year 1992, we developed industrial
products like 2 pack Epoxy, 2 pack Polyurethane, special alkyd coatings, etc. and eventually
started catering to all industrial speciality coatings, which were tailor-made to suit the requirements of the industry. We
were slowly gaining momentum in the market, trying to break through the shackles of being an SME, with resilience,
focus and passion to grow exponentially.
‘Starting a successful business is not tricky. Starting a successful business does not require above average intelligence.
Starting a successful business does require having a pig-headed, purpose-driven tenacity about achieving your life goals
and fulfilling your life's vision through providing products and services that offer uncompromising quality in a scalable
and duplicable way.’ - Clay Clark
During the year 2002, we started manufacturing powders for metal coating. These products, along with the liquid
speciality coatings, changed the dimension of our industry. This was the stepping stone that helped us soar, as we were no
longer happy to play on the fringes of the paint industry.
‘Keep on going, and the chances are that you will stumble on something, perhaps when you are least expecting it. I never
heard of anyone ever stumbling on something sitting down.’ - Charles F Kettering
Today, we are recognised as one of the leading powder manufacturers and industrial speciality coating manufacturers in
south India. Our goal is to cater to the requirements of OEM and other manufacturing industries.
We offer composite coating systems to industry for coating cast iron, mild steel, sheet metal, aluminium, stainless steel,
MDF wood, FRP, PP, and even glass surfaces.
In 1989-90, we started with a turnover of 130 lakhs, and today, in the year 2020-2021, have achieved a stupendous growth
by reaching the turnover of 8260 lakhs. Being an enterprising company, we knew that if we wanted to move up the value
chain, the only way was by continuous upgradation of technology, customised products, strong R&D and Quality
control, and providing world-class service to our customers. We also strongly advocate implementing the required
environmental, health, and safety measures to ensure adherence to the industry protocols. We believe in the concept of a
system driven industry, which is a key factor for our growth.
The firm is headed by three directors:
1. Mr K Nagaraja Rao has had immense experience in the field of marketing and administration as he has been in the field
since 1979. At present, he is looking after General Administration and Finance.
2. Mr H C Sathyanarayana has had noteworthy experience in production, quality control, purchase, R&D and system
development as he has been in the industry since 1979. At present, he is looking after manufacturing and related processes
in addition to system development.
He had the honour of being elected for the post of Hon President of Indian Small Scale Paint Association (2015-2017)
and Hon Director of Paints and Coatings Skill Council (2015-2017). He was the Convenor of the 15th ISSPA
Bie- annual Conference held at Hyderabad.
3. Mr Pradeep has had a wide experience in the field of marketing and after-sales service, owing to his expertise in the
field since 1982. At present, he is looking after marketing and related processes.
It is an immense pleasure that our second generation has joined our business.
1. Mr Abhijit Sathyanarayana joined Varna in 2011. He has a Masters degree (MTech, Polymer) from the Institute of
ISSPA
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MSME success story
Chemical Technology Mumbai (formerly University
Department of Chemical Technology). At present, he is the
HOD-D&D and QA.
2. Mr Prashanth Mathad joined Varna in 2015. He has a
degree in Industrial Engineering and has done an MBA in
Marketing from Manchester, England. At present, he is
holding the position of Project Head in Marketing.
In the year 2002, our company was certified ISO 90012000. Also, in the year 2020, it was certified with ISO
14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018, in addition to ISO
9001:2015.
Our motto ‘Protecting Surfaces and Relationships’ speaks
for itself.
At Varna Coats, we provide quality products and timely
service to all our customers in the ever-changing market in
the most cost-effective way. Today, ‘Customer is the King’
and rules the market. As far as the coating industry is
concerned, irrespective of the size of operation, system
development, quality consistency, service, and pricing are
the key factors for growth. As a small-scale industry, our
service is our strength. With the efforts of our dedicated
and enthusiastic employees and outstanding knowledge of
management personnel, we vow to meet all challenges
during the years to come.
M/s Varna Coats (P) Ltd has had the honour of being
awarded the prestigious National Award – 2008 for
Quality Product in MSME. The Award has been instituted
by the Ministry of MSME to honour outstanding
entrepreneurs in the MSME sector. We were presented the
award by the Hon’ble Minister, Mr Dinsha Patel, on
August 28, 2009. It was a proud moment for our company
and a milestone to remember.
We have also been presented with the coveted KASSIA
Award in 2017 and FKCCI Award in 2018.
The responsibility of providing quality products and
services increases after receiving such awards. It keeps us
motivated in our endeavour to take our company to greater
heights.
Varna Coats sincerely thanks MSME, KASSIA, and
FKCCI for their recognition of the achievements of our
company.
‘Strive not to be a success, but rather to be of value.’ –
Albert Einstein
Our special thanks to ISSPA Parivar and the central
committee for selecting our company for its first eISSPA

publication as a thriving entrepreneur. Hope to inspire our
fellow members with our success story and live up to the
expectations in the future as well.
Sathyanarayana H C
Joint Managing Director
Varna Coats Private Limited
Cell: 91-8431624712, 9243193016
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ISSPA Woman Enterpreneur
ISSPA has been fortunate to witness a surge in women entrepreneurs. We have seen numerous examples of confident,
creative, and innovative women entrepreneurs who have made a mark for themselves, standing tall in the otherwise
male-centric industry. The zeal with which they have shouldered the responsibilities deserves due recognition. ISSPA
invites women entrepreneurs to come forward and submit their articles so that we can publish them in the
forthcoming articles in our e-Paint News.
Woman Entrepreneur of the Moment:
W-Wonderful
O-Organized
M-Mother

Mrs. Asha Rajendra Dhamija
Sunny Paint & Tar Products
Indore (M P)

A-Administrator
N-Noble
These are just a few words to describe the FIRST LADY INDUSTRIALIST in the PAINT INDUSTRY from INDORE.
She has been ruling her domain over the decades and is flourishing to date. She didn’t start the business to make money,
but rather with the intention to make a difference. Her life has been exemplary, both on the personal and the professional
front. She has outshined in every aspect of life, and her name is synonymous with success. She is none other than MRS
ASHA RAJENDRA DHAMIJA, founder of SUNNY PAINT & TAR PRODUCTS.
Mrs Asha hails from a very small town, Bhusawal in Maharashtra. Coming from a service class family, she had no inkling
about anything related to business. However, the lack of knowledge didn’t deter her. She had the passion and zeal to do
something big and offered to support her husband in his business, Regal Paints. Even today, it is a well-respected
company in the industry.
Her quest to achieve greater heights made her start her own paint company in the name of Sunny Paint & Tar Products in
1987. Initially, she manufactured all types of paints and also supplied them to various government organisations.
Nonetheless, she didn’t stop here. In 1992, she established a Resin Plant for self-consumption for her paint unit. This
clearly was a masterstroke in her career. The production in the plant commenced with a small resin kettle of 800 kg per
day, which sufficed for her paint unit’s requirements. After that, there was no looking back. Today, the plant produces a
whopping 20,000 kg per day. Moreover, the company is the leading manufacturer of all types of Resin and is supplying
them all over India.
It wouldn’t do justice to describe her long and noteworthy journey in a few words. She has proved that sky is the limit
when you set your mind, and no hurdle can be too big to stop you from achieving your goals. For a female to strive in her
professional as well as personal life, the contribution of her family is indispensable. While she is the backbone of the
family, her husband is the heart, who stood by his wife like a rock, that too in times when a female handling a business was
unheard of. With grit and determination, she stepped out and shouldered the responsibilities of the firm. The contribution
of her kids is also worth a mention, who are flourishing in their respective fields. She has proved that perfect equilibrium
in life can be achieved if one is persistent enough. Being an IDOL, she gave a platform to her son to outshine in the same
industry.
Moreover, she is an active member in various social and charitable organisations and does her bit for society by extending
a HELPING HAND to the needy.
‘SHE MADE BROKEN LOOK BEAUTIFUL AND STRONG LOOK INVINCIBLE. SHE WALKED THE
UNIVERSE ON HER SHOULDERS AND MADE IT LOOK LIKE A PAIR OF WINGS.’ – Ariana Dancu
Mrs Asha Dhamija is on a MISSION to BUILD an EMPIRE and leave a LEGACY.
ISSPA
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ISSPA Woman Enterpreneur
The UNTRODDEN PATH
SHIVSHAKTI PAINTS for me
was self-employment, As
getting a good job in a good
company was denied to girl
students. Now after 28 years We
are on the wau to create a
respectable company on the
SME platform. From childhood
Pratima Bhambholkar I always was ambitious &
wanted to be someone who is
Shivshakti Paints
admired & looked upon! After
12th decided to do a job oriented course & hence joined
Surface coating Diploma.
There were no girls for the course so convinced my dear
friend to do the course along with me! The course was
sandwich patterned & in plant training of two complete
semesters in industry gave me an insight of my future
career. After all six semesters securing a good job for a girl
was difficult. My parents were keen for to me to be with
them in Pune. I had to visit almost 30 SSI companies along
with my CV to convince me & give me a break! With three
months of continuous search I got a job which was indeed
a path breaker in my life. I started working in a SSI unit in
Bhosari. After 4 years of work I decided to freelance, did
consulting & finally in 1993 I met Kulkarni kaka (from
whom I bought Shivshakti paints eventually) through his
feature in Sakal. After 2 months, Uncle seeing my sincerity
offered to sell me his defunct company & I became the
owner of Shivshakti Paints
A friend wanted a fluorescent paint & I got it processed at
kulkarni kaka’s factory! Thus began muy entrepreneurial
journey!
Meeting people, being true and transparent was my
strength and goodwill. That was not a great asset
company, but an opportunity to jump into the pond of
enterprise.
Then once into it, like a sincere student, I learnt to climb up
at each coming challenge which is an opportunity.
To begin with we started with low cost white primers &
white enamels only with low inventory & selling daily
whatever you produce. The customer was retail paint
ISSPA

shops in Pune .That went fine for first five years but
realized that it had very low margin & quality was not the
selling factor but price was. We started looking out for
industrial customers & within 2 years were confident with
our products quality & switched over completely from
decorative to industrial paints. We started catering to
clients within a reach of 25 kms & gradually increasing our
span in pune, then nearby cities & today throughout all the
industrial pockets in the country. Our selection of raw
materials, no compromise over quality, consistency in
batches , timely supply, understanding the clients end use
& then suggesting the paint system, educating the
customer, keeping transparency in our dealings, have
helped us built a strong rapport with our customers. The
discipline in financial transactions has helped us having a
good support from our suppliers & cater efficiently to our
customers. Discipline, hard-work, Consistency, fair
practices, good learning curve, keeping updated with latest
technology, following diligently the quality manual laid
down in our ISO 9001 certification, are the major aspects
for the success of our organization.
Be sure, be truthful, be helpful to each one you come
across is my mantra of success.
In my almost 35 years of experience have realized that
hard work, integrity & forthrightness coupled with
thorough knowledge of your product go a long way!
Nothing can stop you !
My family ie my husband & daughter & previously my
parents have been my support system throughout!
Women can do good multitasking & I take help of all the
prevalent communicating gadgets & multimedia to aid me
in my errands.
I love my quantity kitchen wherein I churn out the various
recipes to cater to the most stringent & extraordinary
demands of my customers! It’s tough but not difficult!
We are presently manufacturing industrial high
performance paints, and are focussing on operations &
training of our human resources. We have designed the
system and processes which are easily traceable for errors.
After 28 years We are trying to build a company which will
run through generations.
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Tax Mantra
Input Tax Credit cannot be denied in case of Bonafide transactions

CA Naresh Sheth, Partner & CA Tanvi Gupta, Associate
N. A Shah Associates LLP
It is a burning issue in GST Regime whether the purchasers
can be denied Input Tax Credit (‘ITC’) due to misdeeds,
defaults or non-compliance by their vendors. The trade
and industry is facing the serious issue of department
denying the ITC where:
• Credit is taken on the basis of Purchase Invoices which
turns out to be fake at later date,
• Vendors not paying GST collected from his customers,
• Registration of vendors is cancelled retrospectively at
later date,
• Vendors not traceable at the later point of time when
department carry out investigation
GST authority, in above cases, is pressurizing the
purchasers to reverse the ITC credit and pay the tax along
with interest and penalties even though purchasers have
paid GST to their vendors. The genuine purchasers are put
to great hardship on account of misdeeds and defaults of
vendors on one hand and high handedness of tax
authorities. In many cases, department has initiated
recovery proceedings on the purchasers by freezing their
bank accounts, blocking their electronic credit ledger,
invoking garnishee proceedings in form of recovery from
debtors etc. The threat of prosecution and coercive actions
are given to purchasers in many cases. This has been
causing a great discomfort and hardship for businessman
and it adversely impacts the business. It vitiates the
atmosphere of confidence between business community
and the Government.
Honorable Calcutta High Court, in its order dated
13.12.2021 in case of LGW INDUSTRIES LIMITED &
ORS. [WPA No. 23512 of 2019], has come as a great relief
to business community wherein it held that ITC cannot be
denied to purchasers in genuine cases. The High Court has
deliberated on the ssue whether purchaser is entitled to
claim ITC where department alleges that:
ISSPA

• Purchase invoices are fake,
• Vendor is non-existent,
• Bank account of vendor was opened on the basis of
fake documents,
• Registration of vendor is cancelled retrospectively.
• Purchaser has not checked genuineness of suppliers
The contentions of the purchaser in above case were as
under:
• Registration of vendors were valid and subsisting on
the date of purchases
• Names of the vendors were available on GST portal i.e.
Government records
• The payments were made to vendors through proper
banking channel
• Purchase Invoices were appearing in Form GSTR-2A
• Purchaser has limited capability and resources for
ascertaining genuineness of invoices and vendors
• Tax authority cannot put extraordinary onus on
purchasers to verify the genuineness of large number of
vendors
• Purchaser has already paid tax to the vendors and
government recovering the tax again from purchasers
will amount to double taxation which is legally and
ethically incorrect.
The Honorable High Court observed that it cannot be said
that there was any failure on the part of the purchaser in
compliance of his obligations casted on him by the law.
High Court has ordered Department to verify the
documents on which purchaser is relying for claiming
ITC, whether purchaser has paid tax to the supplier and
also to verify whether purchases were made before or after
the cancellation of GST registration of the vendors. The
High Court has ordered to allow ITC to the purchaser if on
verification transactions are found genuine and entered
before cancellation of registration of vendor.
This decision will definitely help members of the
association if caught into unfortunate circumstances
similar to the petitioner. This judgement comes as a great
relief to trade and businesses as onus is now shifted to
department to prove that purchaser has not acted in a
bonafide manner. The department, before initiating
recovery proceedings against purchaser, will have to prove
that there was collusion between purchaser and vendor to
defraud the revenue.
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Trouble shooting for paints
Introduction
Mr Vijay Joshi needs no introduction. Owing to his outstanding journey of 48 years in the
Surface Coating Industry, he has made a mark for himself. He served as the General Manager –
R&D in Grauer & Weil (Bombay Paints) Ltd. He has done his M. Sc. in Physical Chemistry
from Mumbai. He has a diploma in Paint Technology from Colour Society and IPA, as well as
in industrial management. At present, he is guiding quite a few companies as a technical
adviser in the field of paints, coating raw materials, paint application and safety, research and
technology, and at the same time, providing management advice to businesses and projects.
Besides, he is diligently involved in multiple activities and keeps himself updated on all fronts.
Mr Vijay Joshi, the renowned paint technocrat, is starting a series of technical articles under
Mr. Vijay Joshi
ISSPA. In the first series, he will throw light on troubleshooting in manufacturing water-based
paint. Members are welcome to send their queries for which a suitable solution will be
provided by Mr Vijay. Moreover, members are free to share their experiences about trouble/defects arising in
manufacturing water-based paint. This will help to attain a pragmatic view of the prevalent issues in the domain. The
issues shall be addressed accordingly and relevant solutions shall be provided.

Decorative Water Base Paints
Article 1 – Introduction to Decorative Waterbase
Paints
Water base Paints are used for:
= Protection
= Decoration-Aesthetic view
= Identification/Marking
= Camouflage/Masking
Water base paint contains water Emulsion or Dispersion
as the Vehicle/ Binder. Water base Paint is a Physical
mixture like Bhel (which you eat with Chatwala).
It contains= Emulsion/ Resin – Casein/ Glue, Acrylic
= Pigments/ Colourants/ Spacer Pigments
= Extenders-Fillers/ Opacifiers
= Additives
= Solvent- Water/Coalescent
Advantages of Water base Paints:
= No Pollution
= No Odour (may be sweet smell)
= Non Toxic
= Non Flammable
Disadvantages of Water base Paints:
= Poor Solvent/ Chemical Resistance
= Poor Levelling sometimes
= Normally Matt or Matt with Sheen, we can make with
good gloss
Types of Water base Paints:
= Oil Bound Distemper
= Acrylic washable Distemper
= Water base Primer
= Wall Putty
= Acrylic Emulsion Paints -Interior/Exterior
= Texture Paints
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Defects in 3 Areas will be discussed:
Selection of proper Raw materials. One must know
difference between Similar n Same.
= Process Engineering ,Flow charts, Process Defects
= Application Defects- product/workmanship.
We shall start discussing on various Defects related to
Decorative Water base Paints.
Defect 1 – Putrefaction :
Putrefaction is the process of decay or rotting. The key
difference between decay and putrefaction is that , Decay
is the decomposition of matter whereas Putrefaction is the
decay that takes place inside a material. Once putrefaction
takes place, it cannot be reversed.
All Water base paints can putrify giving bad odour, loss of
viscosity, water separation.
Prevention – Additives are used to avoid defects or to
provide special properties. Additives should be in the
formula and not after the problem.
The above defect can be avoided by using –
= Good quality of preservatives
= For In-can and dry film preservatives
= Clean and soft water should be used like DM water
= Cleanliness on shop floor is necessary to avoid any
bacteria or fungus
= Once bacteria like pseudomonas enters in any raw
material or shopfloor, it multiplies very fast and even
the putrefaction starts at shop floor level
= Since extenders are mostly natural clays, they also
carry bacteria and fungi
= Even machines, tubs should be kept in clean condition
when not in use
= Water used for washing of machines, tubs etc should
not reused
=
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Motivational
“Tough Times Pose Challenges, But Bring in Opportunities Too”
(The author of this article is Cofounder of A&P Business
Consulting LLP and is a
Business Strategy Consultant
and Corporate Trainer. He can be
reached on +(91) 7000748705 or
amberarondekar@hotmail.com)
Amber Arondekar
What all of us have gone through as mankind, ever since the
outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic is worst of nightmares that
this century could have shown. However, I must admit and
share this that anything and everything that poses threat,
brings in an opportunity too. These opportunities are gifted
to us in two forms first being learning and time to rethink and
rebuild being the second.
The key learnings that the industry and especially MSME
sector can take from this pandemic era are as follows:
Expect the unexpected: I am sure none of us did ever expect
that we all, irrespective of caste, creed, ethnicity, nationality or
whatsoever can face a common challenge that was not ever
thought of in our wildest of dreams. As business owners we all
must maintain enough provisions to deal with such massive
threats emotionally first, financially second, and socially third.
We all can actually unite: These tough times brought all of us
together like never before. Especially in society like ours
where we have reasons to divide us on many things like
religion, caste, languages, regions and many more.
However, in the wake of difficulties we all stood hand in
hand. Not only nationally but internationally too. A lesson
that mankind must learn that unity is strength. So why stay
fragmented when we can all stay united. We might be in
similar industry but associations like ISSPA are strength.
And we must build stronger associations.
What are not so important costs: The tough times did present
us with unprecedented financial crunch. However, this did
help us identify which our costs were actually the costs that
were something that we could not do without. I am sure we
all could figure out lot of redundant expenses that we could
easily do without, both professionally and personally. Now
that we know we can go frugal on operations we can invest in
things that are important like R&D, Employee Welfare,
Corporate Social Responsibility.
Protections & Provisions are a must: These tough times told
us that retention of risk is not a wise idea. We must share our
risks in order to mitigate them and minimize them. One such
mechanism is protecting ourselves against any eventuality
through insurances. Business insurance in our country is a
little lesser-known commodity. We all aware of insurances
that are made compulsory by law. However, we must look in
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to things like Group Mediclaim, Group Accidental
Insurance, Group Life Insurance, Director & Officer
Liability, Public Liability and many other protection plans
that are available and serve our specific needs.
Rethink & Rebuild: One of the biggest growth hurdle that, I
have seen with industries and specifically the MSME segment
is the fact they are not interested in disturbing their equilibrium
even for their own good. What do I mean with disturbing their
equilibrium is, developing a new vendor for key raw material
or developing new market for their finished goods? Looking at
an option that reduces cost. Enhancing manpower efficiency.
When the pandemic situation pushed us towards such drastic
experiments, we were game to such changes.
Nation Building as our important responsibility: In these
tough times we as individuals and society, we were looking
towards the country to bail us out of these situations.
However, as business houses do we realize our
responsibility towards nation building. Through whatever
possible direct or indirect efforts. We must take part in nation
building through our business efforts.
Businesses need to be more planned and well organized: The
business dynamics have shifted globally and regionally post
the pandemic era.
Some countries may have to face economic backlashes of
their perceived role in managing COVID-19 situation. At the
same time country like ours is seen as next manufacturing
destination of the world. However, to leverage this new geopolitical and new socioeconomic paradigms we the members
of India Inc need to be must better organized, structured and
planned, if we look forward to participate in the global race
for economic stability and growth. Business leaders must
come out of traditional mindsets and get in to professional
business models to compete with the global best.
If we are able to learn our lessons that time had to teach us,
trust me we as a country, economy & society have only to
gain from this tough time. If we continue to walk the same
path that we walked before in our personal and professional
life. Some of might face the risk of extinction.
A quote that is attributed to the late ruler of Dubai, Sheikh
Rashid bin
Saeed Al Maktoum is perfect in this situation for the entire
human race:
“My grandfather rode a camel, my father rode a camel, I ride
a Mercedes, my son rides a Land Rover, and my grandson is
going to ride a Land Rover, but my great-grandson is going
to have to ride a camel again.”
When asked why did he think so his replay was :
“‘Why is that’, he was asked? And his reply was — ‘Hard
times create strong men, strong men create easy times. Easy
times create weak men, weak men create difficult times.
Many will not understand it but you have to raise warriors,
not parasites.”
I wish all the ISSPA members a very happy new and
prosperous new year.
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Current Market Trend
MSME Under Stress
Paint Industries have passed through one of the most turbulent phases in 2021 as compared to
the last decade.
Many MSME units were left with no choice but to shut down due to various factors which
have hit the industry. Fluctuations in demands, pandemic hit economies, demand-supply gap,
all-time hike in raw materials prices, logistics and lockdown disruptions, and mass labour
migration, forced the MSMEs to brave the dwindling situation in the market. It was a battle of
survival with no banking support except for Covid Relief Scheme support from GOI, MSME,
and Finance ministry, offering a 20% support loan on your outstanding balance in February
2020 to Udyam Registered MSME manufacturers and service providers. Even after two years
of the prevalent situation, many are still struggling to come to normalcy. MSME sector is
reeling with the highest inflation and losses incurred in the previous year and is under a
Nirav Raveshia
depressed mindset.
N. R. Colour Ltd.
Falling demand could become a major economic hurdle. Besides the inflation rate at its
highest and the petrifying spread rate of the Omicron variant across the globe, the unseasonal
rains in India and the extreme weather conditions of winter are also affecting the demand. Moreover, elections are going
to be held in Q1 in many states for which labourers are lured for political activities. Due to all the above reasons, paintrelated activities have almost come to a standstill. The Large Scale Paint Industries are brutally fighting the battle of
market share domination with aggressive discount schemes, leaving negligible scope for the small players, resulting in an
even more difficult situation.
Raw Material Trends Q1, 2022
= A record surge in the number of Omicron cases has led to severe disruption in the economy, further breaking the
backbone of the industry just when they were trying to revive from the losses incurred due to the previous lockdowns.
However, the manufacturing and industrial factors may not be affected to a great extent, and we can hope that the
number of cases shall reduce in the coming days and no restricting curbs shall be implied.
= Crude Oil will be the main product to watch out for due to shutdowns and force majeure announcements from major
MNCs. This will put MSME under immense stress.
= Keep a watch on the global prices of Monomer. As per the current scenario, prices are getting corrected due to the
downward trend. The prices for raw materials like Styrene, Butyl Acrylates, VAM, 2EHA and others should soften by
March 2022, owing to BPCL, which has produced Monomers in full capacity.
We can also expect the emulsion prices to correct and stabilize by then. It is advisable to check prices of emulsions
every 15 days, considering that BPCL changes prices on the 1st and the 15th of the month.
= Crude price fluctuations may be witnessed due to a near war-like situation in Central Russia, which may subsequently
result in price fluctuations in petroleum-based products. Fortunately, we will not have to bear major fluctuations due
to this.
= The prices of resins and intermediates will get corrected due to the lowest demand ever experienced. PA, MA, and
Penta may see lower demand than usual. Epoxy Resins prices will gradually see a correction.
= The prices of oils will remain high and corrections are not expected in Q1. On the other hand, the demand for
glycerine may surprise many.
= Prices for Driers may see a hike but 2EHA will be lower.
= Cellulose Ether based products will remain high priced, while prices of RDP and PVA will see a correction. The
availability of white cement will continue to be better.
= Mineral prices will be stable. Moreover, speciality and functional minerals will see a growth in demand.
= A rising trend will be seen where many paint manufacturers with in-house resin manufacturing capacities will opt for
the option of BUYING instead of MANUFACTURING. Packing material costs will remain on the higher side as
prices of tin sheets may fluctuate. Paper and packaging costs will be higher.
= The demand for Ilmenite Ore will remain strong, as globally, the capacity addition in TiO2 continues. The Chinese
will dominate global markets, while unfortunately, India has no new capacity addition till 2025. So, always work on
high inventories for TiO2. The demand for Iron Oxides will remain greater, and high-performance pigments will see a
boom in demand. India will emerge as the Global market leader in Pigment manufacturing.
= We will see lesser shipments in February 2022 from China, as it will shut down for two weeks from January 31 till
February 15 for celebrating the Chinese New Year, also called the year of Tiger and the Spring Festival.
My advice would be to wait and watch and be bullish for high growth in Q2, Q3, and Q4 in 2022.
Disclaimer: The opinions, beliefs and viewpoints expressed here are by Mr Nirav Raveshia, based on his 35 years
of experience in the Paint Industry. The views and opinions expressed here are for information purposes only.
ISSPA
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Members Corner
We Are Inviting All Our Members To Particiapate In This Corner. We Need Your Valuble Feedback With Your Name,
Company Name And Address And Pasport Size Photo So We Can Publish Your Feed Back With Your Complete Details.
Also we invite you all to send your requirement about
Purchase and sale of machnaries
Purchase and sale of any raw materials
Requirement of skilled and semiskilled man power ( we will send your inquiry to technical institute)

APEAL FOR ADVERTISEMENT IN PAINT NEWS
Dear ISSPA Parivar,
In an endeavour to make our E-PAINT NEWS a tremendous success, I would request the members to step forward and
contribute to their firm's growth by giving advertisements in our E-PAINT NEWS. Let the industry know your firm
better.
Regards and Best Wishes,
Team ISSPA

ISSPA
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